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27.04.2023

ID Severity Category Summary

15433 major Main dimensions impeller Unshrouded option activated during loading model for Barske impeller

15522 major Blade edges Rounding of trailing edge not applied to splitter blade in some cases

15421 major General Error when removing design steps in airfoil design mode

15461 minor Export Dead info tooltip in Simerics Mesh Settings

15515 minor General Auto fit view not applied to Cordier diagram when switching between abs. and rel. display

15525 minor General Empty directory path in Project information

15336 minor Blade properties Unnecessary blade angle calculation for simple blade shapes

15536 minor Export Export directory for batch run not modifiable

15488 minor Export Incompatible encoding of SolidWorks macro file

15541 minor 2D graphic Overlapping of informational values in meridional view

15507 minor Help Update documentation related to batch actions structure

15538 minor Meridional contour Infeasible contour design for activated tangential connection

15477 minor Blade profiles axial No detection of self-intersections in blade profiles contour

15494 minor Export Missing model state export setting

15327 minor Fluid In case of fans it is no possible to extract air data from Coolprop

15517 minor Volute diffuser Diffuser diameter selection not accessible

15474 minor Functions Auto fit view disabled for some approximation functions

15481 minor Meridional contour Error handling for radial/ axial impeller geometry

15496 minor Main dimensions impeller Incorrect impeller type icon displayed for centrifugal impellers

15443 minor Export CreoParametric: files are exported using a wrong file name

15542 tweak 2D graphic Main dimensions supporting lines in meridian schematic sketch disappear

15325 tweak Fluid Allow project dependent fluid lists in the fluid manager

15470 text CFD setup Zoom buttons for inlet/ outlet do not work as expected for radial inflow gas turbines

07.03.2023

ID Severity Category Summary

15300 crash Blade properties Program crash on deactivating Linked splitter blade in some cases

15297 crash Mean lines Program crash on changing splitter blade position in Meanlines dialog in rare cases

15310 major Mean lines Wrong orientation of blades in special cases

15361 major Licensing Wrong license check behavior

15289 major Reverse Engineering Tangential splitter position unreasonable after reverse engineering

15301 minor Blade properties Missing blade angles on deactivating Linked splitter blade

15284 minor Export Simerics: wrong units used for torque

15302 minor Export Selected model state containing blade solids is wrong exported using STEP format

15308 minor General Colors are available twice in reference designs window

15307 minor General Drag & Drop doesn't work for reference designs

15295 minor Mean lines Discrepancy between blade angles in different design steps

15359 tweak Meridional contour Missing warning when violating main dimensions

15367 tweak Main dimensions impeller Approximation function for psi of axial compressor not correct

15082 tweak Export Improve precision of rotational speed value in SImerics exports

15245 tweak General Inconsistent sound for message boxes

15158 text Help Change comment on Step-format for exports to Ansys Meshing

24.01.2023

ID Severity Category Summary

15263 crash Blade properties Crash when opening the Blade property dialog.

15206 major Meridional contour Entering values for meridional blade position is not working.

15227 major Export Virtual flow domain segment of vaneless stators can't be exported

15237 minor 3D graphic Wrong geometry is displayed when using predefined model states

15212 minor Blade profiles Thickness control points in report and batch-mode should be improved

15268 minor Export Single blade designs: export is blocked due to an inconsistent error

15259 minor Import Geometry BladeGen: error when importing not equally spaced span position values

15250 minor Meridional contour Display options are not available

15226 minor Export Volute's flow domain not exported in rare cases

15228 minor Functions File handling inconvenience

15244 minor Main dimensions impeller Incorrect Cordier marker for Francis turbines

15210 minor Blade profiles Unexpected thickness warning

14943 minor Functions Function upper limits are not saved (or loaded)

12393 tweak Preferences Different behavior of Fluid and Profile manager

15099 tweak Interface More convenient browsing to directory for exports

15267 text Main form % is missing in warning message

15233 text Volute spiral Reversed captions used for flow properties

23.12.2022

ID Severity Category Summary

15195 minor Profiles Profile mode for splitter blades is not saved/ loaded

15202 minor Batch mode Wrong volute ellipse ratio parameter caption

15209 minor Volute cutwater Coarse resolution of diffuser sections for radial offsets

13927 minor Blade profiles Blade asymmetry missing as optimization parameter

14575 minor 3D data Mean surface has a wavy form at hub's LE

15197 minor Profiles File path in Profile manager is not updated

15087 tweak Volute diffuser Missing warning for impossible values/ design

15154 tweak Functions Sort functions by stator type

15207 tweak Functions Specify more reasonable test parameter automatically

15205 text Help Velocity triangle plots for online help
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